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Hnmplfite Listing of All Claim*in Application 

1. (Currently amended) A buoyant body, comprising: 

an exterior envelope defining a hollow watertight chamber; 

said envelope indttdmg-a-plu^lily efwatia having ribbed otrt 

ar surfaces and cylindrical 

surfaces. 

a plurality of ™« planar surtax and cylindrical surfaces having a plurality of 

least one of protrusions, ridges, grooves and channels formed on said ribbed 

^w^Mffetf^s- planar surfaces and said cylindrical surface^, 

and shaped to receive flowing water and direct the water in a direction diffei 

from the direction in which the water is received, 

and means enabling attachment to other buoyant bodies. 

2. (Original) The body according to Claim 1, further comprising: 

buoyancy means for adjusting buoyancy of the body. 

3. (Original) The body according to Claim 1, further comprising: 

anchoring means for anchoring the body in water at a select position. 

4. (Original) The body according to Claim 1, wherein said envelope includes: 

a first part and a second part, the first and second parts being symmetrical 

2 

said-rib 
sized 
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arranged for engagement to each other to provide a complete body. 

5. (Previously amended) The body of claim 1 including a front wall, a back wall, a top 

wall, a bottom wall, first and second side walls in a spaced relation, a plurality of 

intersecting surfaces between said walls, a plurality of spaced extending yokes 

connected to a plurality of said walls, said yokes including passage means for 

enabling attachment to other buoyant bodies, the outer surfaces of said walls 

and yokes having ribbed areas shaped to receive flowing water and direct 

flowing water in a direction different from the direction in which the water is 

received. 

6. (Currently amended) A hunvant body, comprising: 

„n ovterinr gm/alooe d*fininn a hollow watertight chamb_e_c 

ea;H gnvPiopg comprisinri a plurality of intersecting planar and cylindrical 

cirfanss forming walls having ribbed outer surfaces^ 

ilitv of said Dl»nar and cylindrical surfaces havina a^lurajitv ofatk 

rtmsions. ridaes- amoves and cnannpls formprl on said planar surfa< 

said cylindrical surfaces. 

ind 

ce,iH plurality of intersecting planar *"H ™lindrical surfaces si7*d and shaped to 

receive flowing watej »nri direct the water in a dirortinn different from the 

direction in which the water is received. 

mgans enabling attachment **       hiinyant bodies. 
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»m/ginP» including a first part and a second part, the first and second pqrts 

h^ing symmetrical and arranged for engagement to each other to provide a 

rnmplete body. 

The body of ctatm4 wherein said first and second parts include complementary 

opposing internal wall surfaces having engageable mating extensions and 

grooves for securing said parts together to form a single body. 

7. (Previously Amended) The body of claim 5 wherein said side walls extend outwardly 

beyond the widths of the other of said walls providing a thicker central 

dimension. 

8. (Original) The body according to claim 2 wherein said means for adjusting 

buoyancy Includes apertures in said envelope for receiving and removing fillers 

into and out of the interior of said envelope, and closure means for securing said 

apertures. 

9. (Currently Amended) An energy dissipating assembly for flowing water comprising: 

a plurality of buoyant bodies connected together, each body having a plurality of 

external walls comprising a plurality of interring planar surfaces and 

^inHrinai surfaces: a plurality of said planar surfaces and cylindrical surfaces 

K*w.nn g ph.ratitv nf at least nn*   protrusions rirines, grooves and channels 

fWrmAH nn said planar surfaces and said cylindrical surfaces, said planar 

ei .rfa^s and cylindrical *■  aces sized and ~hT~H *" recgjye flnwing water and 

riirart fh» water in a Hirgrtinn different from the direction in which the water Is 

repgivftri, to dissipate the energy of the water 
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ribbed outoreurfacco formed on said walls, 3aid rit 

buiTaces having a plurality or at teast one uf piotrusions, ridges, grooves and channels, 

«aid ribbed outer surfaces-sized and shaped to receive flowing water and direct tho 

water in a direction difforont fiom the direction in which the wuler iJ. rcceivod to 

dissipate the energy of the water. 

10. (Original) The assembly of claim 9 wherein each body includes passages for 

receiving means for attachment to other buoyant bodies. 

11. (Original) The assembly of claim 10 wherein said means for attachment includes 

cables extending through said passages. 

12. (Previously Amended) The body of claim 7 further comprising internal surfaces 

formed of a flexible material having opposing convolutions including engageable 

mating protrusions and slots securing said parts together. 

13. (Currently Amended) An energy dissipating assembly for flowing water comprising: 

a plurality of buoyant bodies connected together; 

each body having an external envelope defining a hollow watertight chamber, 

each body having a plurality of intftrsftctino planar and cylindrical surfaces 

forming external walls having ribbed outer surfaces, said ribbed outer surfaces 

having a plurality of at least one of protrusions, ridges, grooves and channels, 

said ribbed outer surfaces sized and shaped to receive flowing water and direct 
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the flowing water in a direction different from the direction in which the water is 

received to dissipate the energy of the water; 

each body including a front wall, a back wall, a top wall, a bottom wall, first and 

second side walls in a spaced relation extending outwardly beyond the widths of 

the other said walls providing a thicker central dimension; 

a plurality of intersecting surfaces between said walls; 

a plurality of spaced extending yokes connected to a plurality of said walls; 

said yokes having ribbed outer surfaces and including passages for receiving 

means for attachment to other buoyant bodies; 

said means for attachment including cables extending through said passages; 

each body including apertures in said envelope for receiving and removing fillers 

into and out of the interior of said envelope for adjusting the buoyancy of said 

body; 

closure means for securing said apertures; and 

anchor means for anchoring said body in water at a select position. 
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